Unisys CloudForte® is a comprehensive managed services offering that helps businesses and government agencies move to the cloud. With CloudForte, organizations can seamlessly migrate workloads from on-premises data centers to public cloud, and provide software-as-a-service solutions to improve mission agility, resilience and security posture.

For organizations looking to use AWS cloud resources, Unisys CloudForte for AWS enables the management and governance of AWS cloud environments and accelerates adoption of cloud-native services that include:

- Accurate and transparent financial management and governance
- Real-time compliance via an integrated policy engine
- Actionable plans that expedite workload migration and attainment of security accreditations
- Migration of complex legacy applications

Plus, Unisys offers deep expertise in enterprise security for mobile and cloud environments. This includes Unisys Stealth®, identity-based microsegmentation products and services to prevent and minimize the impact of cyberattacks across networks, environments and devices from inside and outside the perimeter.

With Unisys as a partner, you leverage a portfolio of cloud- adoption services tailored to your specific needs. Together, we will help you meet your critical mission and technical requirements, no matter where you are on your cloud migration journey.
Manage AWS Cloud Financials with CloudForte Consume

Businesses and government agencies looking to use AWS cloud resources can take advantage of CloudForte Consume comprehensive transparent billing services. This subscription service includes discounted access to the full catalog of AWS services, as well as the AWS financial governance tool to allow for rapid inclusion of new AWS services. It is ideal for clients who need to transparently and accurately budget, fund and manage ongoing cloud consumption.

Every CloudForte Consume subscription includes a Unisys Technical Account Manager (and AWS expert) to help you with AWS onboarding. This includes setting up your accounts, aligning the use of AWS with your governance processes and contracts, configuring your accounts and catalogs, walking you through your monthly invoices, and providing recommendations on optimizing your cloud expenditures.

Govern and Manage AWS Cloud with CloudForte Command Services

Organizations that need to operate and govern their use of the AWS public cloud can leverage the CloudForte Command bundle. CloudForte Command services establish continuous compliance and automated governance of cloud environments. Under this model, Unisys fills in the gap in the “shared responsibility model” and provides the guardrails needed to access cloud-native innovation. CloudForte Command services include patch management, backup and recovery, OS image management, asset management, IT monitoring, cybermonitoring and incident management, all supported by the Unisys Service Desk.

Accelerate Approval and Accreditation

A major obstacle to cloud adoption is the uncertainty of how to attain security accreditations for workloads and applications running in the public cloud. The Unisys Accelerate bundle of professional services shortens the time to accreditation by ensuring that those security controls already implemented and verified within AWS’s FedRAMP package are inherited effectively. Unisys embeds security policies and agents into workloads and applications deployed onto AWS, facilitating transparent, continuous security compliance. Our DevSecOps pipelines ensure that code deployed onto managed AWS platforms is free of vulnerabilities and adheres to open-source usage policies.

Learn more

www.unisys.com/strategic-alliance-partners/aws
https://aws.amazon.com/partners/find/partnerdetails/?n=Unisys&id=001E000000Rp5ZMIAZ

Manage Organizational Change

The most successful organizations adopting public cloud integrate their engineering knowledge with a comprehensive training and change management plan. Unisys offers a complete solution to drive the transformation of your most important assets—your people. Our approach blends executive sponsorship, effective communication and expectation setting, robust training plans, and the establishment of engineering centers of enablement that accelerate the shift in mindset vital to successful cloud adoption.

Review, Assess and Optimize your Cloud

Maintaining a well-architected cloud is challenging and requires consistent governance and expertise. Unisys Cloud Architecture Navigator™ (U-Nav™) provides a proven framework, backed by our expert cloud advisors. With U-Nav, you’ll have the level of control needed to understand the cloud issues you face today, what could be coming tomorrow, and the steps needed to keep your cloud infrastructure optimized. U-Nav helps you build, operate, and continually optimize secure, high-performing systems in the most cost-effective manner, especially in hybrid and public clouds.

Find Risks Before They Find You

With Unisys Cloud Compliance Director (CCD), you can scan for previously unseen risks, track compliance, and enforce policies across your entire cloud estate, making it easier to avoid unauthorized changes and the anomalies they can so quickly introduce. As a result, you’ll make changes with confidence and shift from an effort-based work process to one driven by automation, so you can free your team to focus on much more strategic matters.